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Abstract
BAK Je-gha is one of distinguished Silhakjas(Korean pragmatic 
confucianists) in the 18th century in Korea. The most important thoughts of 
BAK Je-gha lay in his words that properties could be increased by way of 
investment like a well and agriculture is like intestines and the wagon is like 
blood vessels in the human body. These are foresighted in that it nearly 
equals to Say’s words; “supply can create demand itself”, and nowadays 
logistics cost can affect competitiveness of industrial enterprises. No one 
except BAK Je-gha gave an idea that government could increase its national 
wealth and power through home and foreign trade in Korea, though someone 
mentioned the importance of commerce. Even Adam Smith, contemporary 
great economist of BAK Je-gha, gave an emphasis on domestic trade rather 
than oversea trade, for he wanted to point out defects of mercantilism and to 
assert the advantages of free trade. He also explained that capitals are 
increased by parsimony. As seen above, BAK's thoughts on distribution and 
commerce had originalities in comparing with those of contemporary Korean 
Confucianists and even Smith, father of modern economics. 
Key Words : BAK Je-gha, Silhak(Pragmatic Confucianism), Adam Smith,
                   Say, Commerce, Distribution
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I. Introduction 
BAK Je-gha is one of Silhakjas(pragmatic confucianists) in late Chosun 
Dynasty. Until the year 2003, much has been discussed about his ideas in a 
variety of perspectives by scholars in academic circles in Korea. Ever since 
1947, when his major work called Bukhakeui(On Learning Qing China) was 
published in translated version,1 individual studies have been conducted 
from various viewpoints to analyze and describe his ideas. BAK Je-gha’s 
studies and ideas were already conducted from various perspectives as in 
Philosophy, Literature, Economics, Commerce, Agriculture etc.
However, BAK Jegha’s existence and ideas are not widely recognized in 
the circle of shipping and logistics academies in Korea. It is with some 
bewilderment, when we recall the fact that he had placed great importance 
on the distribution and overseas commerce. Up to now, most researchers 
have recognized the essence of BAK’s ideas as thoughts on distribution and 
foreign trade, but many of them tried to get an access to his pragmatic 
confucianism in a wide sense of context. This approach may be considered 
to be helpful for us to understand his thoughts as a whole, but it can lead us 
into confusion when we attempt to figure out what the main idea was, since 
different kinds of subjects such as Agriculture, Philosophy and Commerce 
are evolved in his ideas. 
Accordingly, we will look into thoughts on distribution and commerce, 
BAK Je-gha’s main contention. First of all, we will examine his life briefly 
and arrange the system of his ideas, and then consider his ideas on 
distribution and commerce, which appeared in On Learning Qing China.
Finally, we will compare his thoughts with those of Adam Smith 
(1723-1790) and his contemporary Korean pragmatic confucianists. 
II. Life of BAK Je-gha’s and his book On Learning Qing China
1. Life of BAK Je-gha
BAK Je-gha(1750-1805) earned in his life time several child names such 
as Jae-sun, Soo-gi, Cha-soo and pen names such as Chojeong, Jeongyou, 
Noeong, etc. PAK was born in Seoul, called Hanyang at that time, in 
November 5, 1750 as an illegitimate child of PAK Pyeong who was a high 
ranking government official under the King Yeongjo. BAK Je-gha lost his 
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father at the age of 11, in 1760 and was raised under his mother poorly. He 
married a LEE Gwan-sang’s illegitimate daughter at age 17, in 1766. Around 
1768-1769, as BAK Ji-won(1737-1805) who was considered as one of the 
leading pragmatic confucianists moved in the neighborhood, BAK Je-gha 
associated with LEE Deok-moo(1741-1793), YOO Deuk-gong(1749-1807) 
and LEE Seo-goo(1754-1825), frequently visiting his house.
BAK Je-gha once travelled to Qing's capital, Beijing with LEE Deok-moo 
and other entourages as an attendant. He accompanied an envoy CHAE 
Jae-gong to Qing Dynasty in 1778, and gained new knowledge from Qing’s 
prominent scholars. After repatriation, he completed the draft of On 
Learning Qing China at Tongjin, Gyounggi Province in fall of 1778. 
BAK Je-gha, at age 30, in 1779, was nominated as the first librarian of 
Royal Library GYUJANGGAK and while there, he edited and published 
various books. BAK Je-gha returned from Qing’s capital to celebrate the 
octogenarian birthday of the Chinese emperor in January 1790 and was 
promoted to a high military position, the fifth grade from the top in the army, 
whose duty was to supervise weapons to be manufactured. In September 
1790, he had been dispatched to Qing’s capital again accompanying an 
annual winter envoy with a king’s note on a special mission of King Jeongjo. 
BAK Je-gha headed the Buyeo County, a local government post in 1792. 
While there, in February 1794, he was fortunate enough to have won a state 
qualification test for high military ranking officers and was then nominated 
for a position, one of the four regional military commanders in the capital 
area. In 1795 he was newly appointed head of another county, Youngpyeong. 
BAK Je-gha responded to king’s will that sought agricultural books in 
1798 and was dedicated to the king the excerpts related to physiocracy which 
was selected only with agricultural parts of On Learning Qing China. In 
February 1801, he visited Beijing, to find out Book of Zhu-zi. Sometime after 
BAK Je-gha returned from China in September, a relative by marriage was 
executed as the ringleader in the incident of an atrocious letter outside the 
southeast gate of the castle. In relation with this incident, he was imprisoned 
and finally banished to Jongseong, an isolated town near the northern border 
with China, after being tortured due to a confession from a servant belonging 
to his relative, saying ‘BAK Je-gha was also involved’. Having spent two 
and half a years in the isolated place in Jongseong, BAK Je-gha was released 
from the prison in February 1804. Fortunately, he was able to return to Seoul 
in March 1805 but passed away, at the age of 56, in April 1805.2 
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2. His Major Book On Learning Qing China and his Dissertation 
BAK Je-gha had revised On Learning Qing China repeatedly for a long 
period of time. According to the study by AN Dae-hoe, after returning from 
his first escort in fall 1778, BAK Je-gha finished his writing ‘Naepyun(The 
Inside Part)’. In a few years, he completed ‘Oepyun(The Outside Part)’ 
whose prefaces were received from BAK Ji-won, added ‘Byungosohoe 
(Intimate Impression in 1786)’ to ‘The Outside Part’  in 1786 and completed 
again ‘Jin-Bukhakeui(Present On Learning Qing China to the King)’  in 
1789. Since On Learning Qing China contained innovative ideas at that time 
and it has remained only as a Chinese manuscript without being published 
until 1947.
In the interim, some of the Korean translation were published. The On 
Learning Qing China translated by LEE Ik-seong·LEE Seok-ho·AN
Dae-hoe was based on the woodblock-printed book of the National Institute 
of Korean History, and the On Learning Qing China translated by PARK 
Jeong-joo covered all the parts which were missed in the On Learning Qing 
China of Jeongyoujip(Book of BAK Je-gha) and Nongseo(On Agriculture).
The writing of this paper was based on the translated copy by AN Dae-hoe, 
whose translation was contemporary as well as literal, while some 
complicated parts were referred to other translations and the original copy.
BAK Je-gha’s philosophical thoughts of pragmatic confucianism was 
integrated in On Learning Qing China. After his visit to China, BAK Je-gha 
recognized that Korea’s serious evil was poverty. He pointed out that at that 
time, the people’s lives were destitute and their property was in needy 
circumstances with the passage of days. He thought that the way to relieve 
the poverty was to practice the convenient essentials in daily life from 
China’s customs, since China was considered as an advanced country at that 
time, and was to trade with China. It was not too much to say that several 
items introduced in On Learning Qing China compared the merits of Qing 
China and the demerits and evils of Chosun Korea’s cultural systems.
BAK Je-gha considered the major cause of poverty to be that Chosun’s 
gentleman class had become vain and was too reluctant to do things 
retrospectively. Further, he bitterly criticized the gentleman class for living 
idly and considering them moth-worms of their country. He diagnosed 
Chosun’s convention as the existence of four deceits and three evils at that 
time.
The following are four deceits to be considered:
First, the deceit by a country itself - to make an excuse of attributing to the 
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wrongs of the world and the poor people, not taking proper measures to 
cultivate men of talent despite rare men possessing ability and not to think 
out a way to distribute in spite of losing property day by day. 
Second, the deceit by gentleman class themselves - to make them only 
guard their honor and entrusting all the business to their inferiors. The 
gentleman class stayed in the government office and made their subordinates 
execute all the work, emphasizing the principle of ‘the more they neglect 
their duties of looking after worldly affairs, the higher their posts’. 
Third, the deceit by writers ending in empty talk(a fair but empty phrase) 
- a scholastic attitude that they could not find a thing worth collecting among 
the articles of the world; they have their mind occupied with only the state 
examination and their energy exhausted by fine phrases. 
Fourth, the deceit by the convention itself - an attitude that there is a man 
who does not call his father a father; calls his brother a brother; there is a 
case that an old man sits in the children’s place and a grandson in the same 
age bracket gives an adult a scolding while being puffed up with the facts 
that all the people of the world are barbarians and his behavior is polite.
And the three abuses are as follows: 
First, evils of gentleman class - national laws are not applied to the 
gentleman class; second, evils of the state examination - the examination is 
to select a good man of talent and they have spoiled the relevant selection; 
third, evils of the Seowon(a kind of college) for Confucianist services - the 
Seowon does not perform the sacrificial rites of ancient sages and expound 
learning, but violates the law by hiding those such as draft evaders and by 
distilling alcoholic liquors. 
It can be said that BAK Je-gha proposed dissertations on agricultural, 
distribution and trade as a way to overcome Chosun Korea’s evils and 
poverty. He introduced a dissertation on agriculture in both the inside and 
outside part of On Learning Qing China, but systemized it further in ‘A 
memorial to the King Jeongjo that presented On Learning Qing China as per 
his majesty’s wishes in 1798. BAK Je-gha emphasized to promote 
agriculture by introducing China’s farming method and farming tools, 
expounding methods such as a field, manure, mulberry, rice seed, rice field, 
utilization of water, rice-planting, sweet potato, farming and rearing 
silkworms. He counseled the king to promote agriculture in ‘A Memorial to 
the King Jeongjo that presented On Learning Qing China as per his majesty’s 
wishes’ as follows: The first advice was to dismiss the Confucian scholars 
who were not engaged in farming without taking the state examination. The 
second was to use wagons extensively. The third was to introduce and supply 
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China’s various farming tools. 
BAK Je-gha also insisted on the wealth and power of Chosun as follows:
The wealth should be accumulated through commerce, because farming 
only is not sufficient enough to achieve the purpose. To promote the 
advancement of commerce, it is necessary for Chosun to activate domestic 
distribution with the improvement of wagons, ships and money; especially, 
it is required to trade with foreign countries such as China. Since BAK 
Je-gha’s dissertation on distribution and trade will be expounded in the next 
section, we will refer to his ‘Ideas of Saving of Three Hundred Thousand 
Rice Bags for Emergency’ only. BAK Je-gha presented the ‘Ideas of Saving 
of Three Hundred Thousand Rice Bags for Emergency’ to strengthen the 
foundation of the country and contended the following: 
“All the grains needed for 40,000-50,000 houses in Hanyang and to be paid 
in salary for soldiers and the whole government officials in the palace are 
entirely dependent on about 1,000,000 bags of grains by water transport 
from three southern provinces. Although the accumulated grains are 
excepted for private use, if we are able to keep in store for emergency, grains 
needed to feed 200,000 people for two months, national security would be 
warranted undoubtedly, even in case of urgent situation.”3
BAK Je-gha suggested the actual plan to accumulate 300,000 rice bags. 
First, enhance ‘Joun’(water transportation) by improving ships; second, 
reinforce land transportation by allowing wagons to use the land routes 
freely; third, educate agricultural skills. In this respect, BAK Je-gha’s 
(‘dissertation on the accumulation of 300,000 rice bags’) was to increase the 
agricultural production and to promote the wealth of the nation by 
distributing them through domestic commerce.4 We can confirm it  from his 
book On Learning Qing China, which BAK Je-gha presented to King Jeongjo 
that PAK’s ultimate concern was mainly in commerce rather than in 
agriculture itself.5 Basically, his perspectives lay in the idea of attaining the 
just dignity of the people, which is the core thinking of Confucianism, by 
maximizing the benefits of trade of the nation. Just Utility, Social 
well-being, Dignity is main three purposes in the Confucianism. 
It can be said that what he discussed in his book On Learning Qing China
was about the targets aimed at realizing utilization and social welfare. His 
embodied measures were to learn just about Learning Qing China, that is, 
Qing’s civilization and institutions which have been despised by Chosun 
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scholars, who called them barbarians. It might be of little importance that 
BAK Je-gha urged people to learn about Qing China as done so in his book. 
However, doing so would have required a lot of courage, if we give 
consideration to the situation Chosun Dynasty was faced with at that time. 
The Qing Dynasty, which was founded in Manchuria by people living there, 
pacified mainland China by destroying the Ming Dynasty sometime after the 
Japanese Invasion of Korea in 1592. From the standpoint of Chosun, the new 
country in mainland that declared itself Qing, is nothing but an invader that 
subdued Ming, a benefactor country for us that had sent troops to defend 
Chosun against Japanese in the 1592 war and also against a barbarian that 
invaded Chosun twice in the Manchu wars of 1627 and 1636. 
At that time, Chosun had to maintain friendship with Qing with envoys 
being despatched to Qing’s capital frequently, but deep in everyone's hearts 
was flowing a stream looking on Ming with a feeling of gratitude but on 
Qing with a feeling of strong hatred so outrageously, that crying for 
conquest of Qing naturally began sprouting. In such a social environment, it 
can be said that what so-called pragmatic confucianist such as BAK Ji-won, 
BAK Je-gha and HONG Dea-yong did insist on learning from Qing could be 
a struggle and an open challenge to the people with vested rights.6
Reading the following quoted remarks from BAK Je-gha gives us some 
clear information about how he felt when he was submitting On Learning 
Qing China to King Jeongjo.
“People think today’s Qing is not same as the past Ming and they like to 
say about Qing China sarcastically or derisively when they get together. My 
suggestions now you are getting hold of are not quite different but instead 
just like one of those remarks from them. But I have to admit that there is no 
other way but to submit this to your Majesty though I’m troubling to invite 
criticism trying to make another mistake. I’m now delivering this to your 
Majesty even if I risked my life for being more inconsiderate or insane.”7
  As we have examined above, BAK Je-gha earnestly insisted on learning 
from Qing China, but his suggestions had been rejected on the spot and 
instead invited severe charges for himself being indulged in anything related 
to China.8 But such criticism doesn't indicate that there is no evidence for it 
at all. 
BAK Je-gha would say in On Learning Qing China that to import Qing’s 
money instead of trying to mint them here in Chosun would be far 
9
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advantageous in consideration of the cost to mint. And he even insisted that 
to discard our language for Chinese one would be able to avoid the 
circumstances to be called oriental barbarians who are regarded as disgraced 
remarks. As for these PAK’s remarks, even one of his close friends, LEE 
Deok-moo considerably criticized, “In spite of the vivid memory about the 
second Japanese invasion of Chosun in 1597-1598 still remaining, he likes 
much about the customs relating to Qing and is so willing to be sociable with 
the scholars of Manchuria that he is referring to by many people that he is a 
pro-Chinese by nature”. Saying so, he even urged BAK Je-gha to write a 
letter of repentance.9
However, it would be improper for anyone to blame him that the ideas in 
the discussion on Learning China contained some sort of toadyism, because 
his ideas started evolving from the contemporary social environments where 
people were making little of Qing as barbarians or inferiors. Even though his 
ideas appear to show somewhat one-sided inclination trying to encourage the 
imitation of Qing, his ideas are basically different from that of trying to 
foster ideological subjugation to another, in that his ideas have stressed the 
independent spur through making oneself strong.10
Consequently, it should be appraised that BAK’s On Learning Qing China
is not a book containing his simple claim to learn China's advanced 
civilization and institutions, but a work telling about his keen consciousness 
and insight into Chosun’s reality and his fierce denial of Chosun's social 
circumstances and future perspectives faced with a crisis.11
III. BAK’s Thoughts on Logistics and Oversea Commerce
1. Ideas on Commerce & Distribution
We shall go on to study about his thoughts on commerce and distribution 
right after taking a preview of his understanding about production and 
consumption. He maintained as follows:
“Goods are much like a well. If we continue to pump out water from the 
well, it will constantly be refilled with water but if we stop pumping it out, 
it will dry out. As no one is around here in Chosun Korea who is going to 
wear silk clothing, those people who have been involved in wearing silk 
clothes are already disappeared, thus no longer women’s weavers are to be 
seen. As there is in our society a wide spread phenomenon reluctant to use 
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dented containers or vessels and to pay respect to those who are making 
goods required by elaborate skills, it is hard to find craftsmen in our work 
place where craftsmanship had not been honored, along with ceramic 
furnaces and smith’s shops, resulting in extinction of technology.”12
We can confirm the fact that he has recognized that wealth can get bigger, 
not only by simply accumulating it, but also by investing, distributing and 
consuming it. In other words, he has shown us clearly the interrelationship 
between production and consumption, by stressing the importance of 
commerce functioning as a means of communicating them. He even went on 
to emphasize the relationship by asking himself, if the money should get 
moving along but if it doesn’t, how it could be different from a cow carved 
out of clay mud going into the sea.13
In BAK’s words, if commerce were to get busy or move along, other 
industries including agriculture will be so. A step further, he even 
contemplated not trying to discourage extravagance but positively trying to 
allow it, saying as follows: 
“Some countries may get bankrupt due to extravagance but in Chosun’s 
strength has been declining on account of thriftiness. No longer exist looms 
for wearing gay silk costume since nearly everyone doesn’t wear gay silk 
costume.”14
According to On Learning Qing China, he means to say thriftiness is not 
to squander goods when they are plentiful but doesn’t mean to withdraw 
from consuming them because of scarcity. He defined such a new notion 
about thriftiness and adds as “Consumption is not only being ended in simple 
consumption but also contributing to playing a stimulant to production.” He 
tries to make a point as follows:
“No household is now digging out germs and in the market no treasures are 
there like corals. If we were to go into a store even with gold or silver, we 
cannot purchase rice cake there. Can we say these situations are attributable 
to our thrifty way of life? Not knowing how to use goods leads to nowhere 
regarding how to produce and not knowing how to produce eventually ends 
up helping make people poor day by day.” 15
Meanwhile, placing great stress on the importance of commerce, BAK 
Sung-june KIM           009148
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Je-gha criticizes those people of gentleman class who are wasting their time 
doing nothing. To cope with this problem, he insisted that they be forced to 
put to work in the commerce. As seen before, those who are just killing time 
are called moth worms. He pointed out that the reason the number of people 
doing nothing for a living is constantly increasing is due to the fact that there 
are too many of them born with silver spoons in their mouths. All they do is 
let farmers work for them. In order to reduce the number of them, he insisted 
that there be an encouragement for them to engage in the commerce.16
BAK Je-gha shows keen attention to the importance of commerce. 
According to him, a merchant belongs to common people, which are 
representing the whole population along with farmers, craftsmen and 
gentlemen and the merchant population should occupy at least three-tenths 
of it, he claimed. For the advancement of commerce, he thought, the 
distribution of goods has to be activated. Even good which is worthless to me 
now must be exchanged for someone else’s goods useful to me. Otherwise, 
those seemingly worthless goods are tending to be centering around one spot 
and consumed there so that scarcity arises one out of ten, he insisted.17
Prosperity in China does not imply that a few stores in China are richer 
than that of stores here in Chosun but it is the result caused by the situation 
in which goods are distributed fairly well or not, he pointed out. 
When BAK Je-gha is stressing the importance of commerce it would be 
logically reasonable for him to try to come up with useful measures to help 
promote the distribution of goods. As we have already seen, poverty was 
picked up by him the most terrible evil facing Chosun. Under a diagnosis 
that Chosun is poor due to lacking in wagons, he insists that agriculture be 
figuratively similar to intestines while wagons are like blood vessel in 
human body. He stresses an initiative on the part of government to encourage 
using wagons.18 Under these circumstances, he deplores present picture of 
distribution system in Chosun as follows:
“Chosun is about 400km wide and the distance from northern most point to 
southern most point is three times as high as the width. Products come in 
from all directions to Seoul as it is centrally located. In areas bordering the 
sea, ships are used to transport them as our country is surrounded by seas 
except the northern part. Knowing these facts any merchant doing commerce 
with inland can easily reach to the destination within 5-6 days and 2-3 days 
in case nearer point. Despite these situations what on earth accounts for 
widespread due poverty? I can say for sure that it is because of not using 
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wagons.”19
Therefore, BAK Je-gha insisted that given such terrible situations, Chosun 
improve wagons, ships, roads and bridges in order to promote commodity 
distribution. He assigned the first two volumes in On Learning Qing China
wagons and ships.
He said that goods which can transported by a horse and a wagon are pretty 
much alike in terms of loads. It is out of question that a wagon is much 
advantageous because of quite different fatigue to be incurred between them 
in transporting same amount of load one by pulling and the other by stacking 
on the back. That explains why a horse doesn’t get necessarily stricken with 
disease in case of frequent use of wagons. 
 Pointing to the fact that a wagon can transport what several horses can 
carry is tantamount to making several times of profits, he insisted that it be 
secure for wagons to go in and out without difficulty wherever transportation 
is possible. He also added that carts or wagons are not allowed to freely 
manufacture as they wish but to follow dimensions strictly without any 
exceptions, imitating those in China.20
Meanwhile, he estimated that transportation capacity by wagons is far 
superior to that by horses and he once said as follows:
“The load what 100 wagons can handle doesn’t get near that of a ship in 
terms of transportation capacity. Transporting them by inland road for 
250km isn't convenient enough compared to that by water. Accordingly, 
Merchants to carry out trade are more likely to transport by water.”21
Criticizing that we don’t know the advantages of wagons and cannot use 
the existing ships, BAK Je-gha contended that we make a great effort to 
improve them.22 You can easily find out how great a stress he has placed the 
importance of wagons and ships, as a means of commercial distribution by 
sending following poems of his:
“Shilla(the first unified Kingdom in Korean History), a small country 
bordering with the sea, 
its size was only one-eighth of what is now. 
When Goguryeo invaded from the north
Tang China’s troop advanced from the south.
But, so plentiful with grains in the warehouse, 
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Shilla soldiers were able to be fed up with. 
Thinking of the reason, 
it was in the use of ships and wagons. 
Ships enabled easy trade 
while wagons making horses and mules comfortable. 
Without reusing them 
no one could do anything else.”23
Although a few pragmatic scholars had discussed the utilization of ships, 
BAK Je-gha was the only one who has ever pointed out the fact that overseas 
trade by ships plays an important role in a wealthy country and a powerful 
army.
BAK Je-gha insisted on improving roads and bridges to smooth 
distribution. He criticized the social tradition of building a new road in 
Chosun indicating that it was just scratching on the surface of earth and 
changing its colors. He also indicated such problems that when improving a 
road, it was uneven on the surface, or when paving a street with stones, it 
was so rough that you can easily be tumbled down.24 He also criticized that 
since bridges or stone bridges in Seoul were all flat, they were liable to be 
submerged in heavy rainfall. Even those bridges leading to a wide street 
connecting a village with another are not usually free from flood. He 
described the advantages of bridges in China that resembled the rainbow 
shape; in case of a larger one, a sailing ship can pass under it, and in case of 
a smaller one, a smaller ship can sail under it.25
He did pay keen attention to currency which is a means of commerce. He 
discussed the advantages of Chinese money system in that coins there were 
thick, glaring and equal in size. In contrast, coins of Chousn did not conform 
to unity in size and besides were mixed up with so much lead that it was 
easily broken due to poor texture. He suggested solutions to these problems 
as below:
“The most plausible solution to this problem is not troubling to make new 
money since we have got a lot of money in circulation. Next the most 
solution is to make a mold and produce same quality of money from it. And 
the final solution will be relying on importing Chinese money in exchange 
for opportunity cost to make them. Several times of profits will be come 
along with it.”26
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2. Ideas on Oversea Commerce
BAK Je-gha had tried to positively defend profiteering from commerce and 
stressed the importance from distribution, but he thought the ultimate 
method to accomplish a wealthy and powerful nation was foreign trade. PAK 
indicated Chosun’s reality of poverty and insisted on positively promoting 
foreign trade to overcome it.
“Our country is small in size and the people are very poor. It would be hard 
for us to be freed from poverty from now on even if we are able to make 
farmers not to be lazy plowing their fields, the government select only 
talented people, commerce is to be made brisk, industries are bestowed with 
some incentives and able to mobilize profits arising from every aspect of our 
country. We must not stop here and go on further to bring things locally 
produced by way of trade, thereby goods begin to get plentiful and the way 
of producing a variety of useful things comes into being.”27
Four hundred years have passed since Chosun was founded but not yet a 
ship has been to and from a foreign country, criticized PAK and in order for 
Chosun to be wealthy and strong, it should carry on foreign trade using ships 
and no trading counterpart is there except China, contended he. Trading with 
China will serve to make them come along by themselves if not visited by us 
so it will bring various benefits to us by saying as: 
“We shall learn technology and artistic accomplishments from them, 
broadening the horizon for knowledge. And we are coming to realize the 
world is great enough beyond our imagination and how ashamed we are just 
in a state like a frog in the well. All these will sure become the foundation 
for enlightenment of the world and shall not fall short of raking in only 
profits from foreign trade.”28
BAK Je-gha has thought of only China as our trading partner since the 
Japanese were smart enough to watch for a chance from its neighbor 
countries and other countries as Vietnam, Okinawa and Taiwan are so far 
apart and journeys are taking so long that trading with them is not easy. In 
spite of his observations, the reason he insisted on trading with only China 
was a temporary, convenient strategy. Later he did not fail to add that we 
should do trading with other countries in time after having got our country 
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strong and people’s life has become better off. That is a very truly 
progressive thought.
As mentioned above, BAK Je-gha thought the more we consume materials, 
the more wealth will be accumulated. So in order for industries to develop, 
extravagance should be allowed rather than encourage thriftiness. He did 
back up work to do commerce which has long been looked down upon by the 
people in Chosun. He laid claim that ships and wagons are to be used more 
extensively for commerce to be prosperous. To do this, betterments should 
be preceded about ships, wagons, roads and bridges as well as the 
improvement about the quality of money. He thought just domestic 
commerce is not enough for Chosun to be strong and wealthy. Foreign trade 
is to be promoted aggressively altogether with domestic commerce.
IV. Ideas of Smith and Korean Scholars on Commerce
  BAK Je-gha’s thought on distribution and foreign trade had attached so 
much importance to commerce, trade and distribution that it sounds as if 
reminding us of mercantilism in modern Europe. If so, how can we evaluate 
his thought on distribution and trade? I intend to make a comparative study 
about BAK’s thought on distribution and trade in two ways by comparing 
Adam Smith and that of Korean pragmatic confucianists.
1. Adam Smith's Ideas on Distribution and Trade
The Wealth of Nations by Adam Smith is a book which searched for the 
nature of national wealth and its cause for the purpose of “to enrich both the 
people and the sovereign”29 by criticizing mercantile regulations and 
controls based on the principle of laissez faire. Major contents in The Wealth 
of Nations are composed of theory on division of labor Æ monetary theory 
Æ value theory Æ price theory Æ  distribution theory Æ capital theory and 
the role of government. As such, it is safe to say that the theory on 
distribution and trade didn’t get much attention in Adam Smith’s economics. 
However, Adam Smith is presenting the opinions of his sound logic on the 
distribution field just like a great scholar who systematically incorporated 
economics as an independent science.
Smith subdivided wholesaling into home trade, foreign trade for home 
consumption and carrying trade. He appraised each of the utility of national 
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economy as follows:
i. home trade  : it supports productive labor and enables them to continue 
that support by replacing two distinct capitals through sending out from the 
residence of the merchant a certain value of other commodities and generally 
bring back in return at least an equal value of other commodities. 
ii. foreign trade of home consumption  : this replaces two distinct capitals 
by its being made with the produce of domestic industry and employed in 
purchasing foreign goods for home consumption, but one of them only 
employed in supporting domestic industry. Though the returns, therefore, of 
the foreign trade of consumption should be as quick as those of the 
home-trade, the capital employed in it will give but one-half the 
encouragement to the industry or productive labour of the country. 
iii. carrying trade : this is withdrawn from supporting the productive 
labour of that particular country, to support that of some foreign countries. 
Though it may replace by every operation two distinct capitals, neither of 
them belongs to that particular country.The profits only returns regulary to 
country like Holland, and constitute the whole addition which this trade 
necessarily makes to the annual produce of the land and labour of that 
country.30
According to Smith, the capital invested in domestic commerce is usually 
to show transactions 12 times faster than the capital invested in foreign 
trade. And if the amount of capital is equal, the former can supply as many 
as 24 times benefits of promotions and supports to the nation’s industries, 
compared to those of the latter. From this point of view, the capital to be 
invested in domestic commerce will in general, maintain and promote 
productive laborers as well as to increase the value of products produced in 
a year much greater than those capital invested in foreign trade for domestic 
consumption. He maintained, therefore, that “to force by extraordinary 
encouragements, a larger share of the capital of any country into the carrying 
trade, than what would naturally go on to it, will not always necessarily 
increase the shipping of that country”.31
What is interesting about Smith’s ideas is that he seemed to hold a view 
that capital is increasing through parsimony and decreasing by wasteful 
expenditure and wrong behaviors. He explained the reasons as follows:
“As the capital of an individual can be increased only by what he saves 
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from his annual revenue or his annual gains, so the capital of a society can 
be increased only in the same manner. Parsimony, and not industry, is the 
immediate cause of the increase of capital. Industry, indeed, provides the 
subject which parsimony accumulates. But whatever industry might acquire, 
if parsimony did not save and store up, the capital would never be the 
greater. …Parsimony tends therefore to increase the exchangeable value of 
the annual produce of the land and labour of the country.”32
Consequently, he insisted that government activities be confined to 
maintaining national defense, the administration of justice and public 
works,33 and all economic activities be subject to individual’s free will. 
Because,
“as every individual endeavours as much as he can both to employ his 
capital in the support of domestic industry, and so to direct that industry that 
its produce may be of the greatest value.…by directing that industry in such 
a manner as its produce may be of the greatest value, he tends only his own 
gain, and he is in this, led by an invisible hands to promote an end which 
was no part of his intention.”34
Under such logic Smith describes the advantages of water transportation as 
follows:
“A broad-wheeled wagon, attended by two men, and drawn by eight 
horses, in about six weeks time carries and brings back between London and 
Edinburgh near four ton weight of goods. In about the same time a ship 
navigated by six or eight men, and sailing between the ports of London and 
Leith, frequently carries and brings back two hundred ton weight of goods. 
Six or eight men, therefore, by the help of water-carriage, can carry and 
bring back in the same time the same quantity of goods between London and 
Edinburgh, as fifty broad-wheeled wagon, attended by a hundred men, and 
drawn by four hundred horses. Upon two hundred tons of goods, therefore 
carried by the cheapest land-carriage from London to Edinburgh, there must 
be charged the maintenance of a hundred men for three weeks, and both the 
maintenance, and, what is nearly equal to the maintenance, the wear and tear 
of four hundred horses as well as of fifty great wagons. Whereas, upon the 
same quantity of goods carried by water, there is to be charged only the 
maintenance of six or eight men, and the wear and the tear of a ship of two 
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hundred tons of burden, together with the value of the superior risk, or the 
difference of the insurance between land and water-carriage. Were there no 
other communication between those two places, therefore, but by 
land-carriage, as no goods could be transported from the one to the other, 
except such whose price was very considerable in proportion to their weight, 
they could carry on but a small part of that commerce which at present 
subsists between them, and consequently could give but a small part of that 
encouragement which they at present mutually afford to each other’s 
industry. There could be little or no commerce of any kind between the 
distant parts of the world. …Since such, therefore, are the advantage of 
water-carriage, it is natural that the first improvements of art and industry 
should be made where this convenience opens the whole world for a market 
to the produce of every sort of labour, and that they should always be much 
later in extending themselves into the inland parts of the country.”35
However, Smith asserted that it was not necessary for a nation to pay 
expenditures to construct and maintain infrastructures such as road, bridge, 
canal, port, etc. which facilitated commercial activities. He believed that 
most of infrastructures such as roads, bridges and canals could be 
constructed and maintained by collecting small amount of fees from carts or 
wagons using such facilities. In the case of ports, the same purpose could be 
accomplished by collecting port fees on the basis of tonnages of loading and 
unloading vessels.36
As examined above, we could perceive that he also regarded commercial 
capital as productive capital according to his classification of capital but he 
put more weight on domestic commerce than foreign trade. We can 
understand that this view arose from his basic standpoint of criticizing 
mercantilism. He commented that in the pretext of building a wealth nation 
through trade surplus by relying on promoting exports, but restricting or 
banning imports under mercantilism were those from merchants and 
manufacturers with total ignorance of consumers’ share.37
As seen above, Smith criticized mercantilism as a policy measure to 
promote foreign trade. Meanwhile, BAK Je-gha earnestly insisted on trying 
to promote trade to increase national wealth. Further, Smith maintained that 
capital accumulation could be achieved through parsimony but BAK Je-gha 
assumed that wealth would get larger through allowing extravagance and 
active distribution. And the two scholars had quite different opinions 
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regarding construction and maintenance of infrastructure such as roads and 
bridges. Smith considered that it was good to levy fees needed to construct 
and maintain infrastructures from the beneficiaries. Whereas BAK Je-gha 
implied that the government is responsible for improving roads and bridges, 
though not explicitly expressed it.38
2. Korean Confucian Scholars’ Ideas
Among pragmatic confucianism schools in 18th century in Korea, HONG 
Dae-yong(1731-1783) and BAK Ji-won(1737-1805) are well-known. They 
once expressed their opinions about distribution. And also YOO 
Soo-won(1694-1755) once remarked his unique ideas on commerce. Let’s 
take a look at YOO Soo-won’s ideas on distribution and trade, who has lived 
a decade before BAK Je-gha.
YOO Soo-won demanded in his book Wooseo(Book on Difficult Things to 
Do) that great efforts be made to increase national wealth as well as to boast 
general public’s well-being by suggesting a series of measures of reforming 
administration, finance, and farming, commerce. He lamented that 
merchants of the day had to accept smaller profits than expected, because 
they usually didn’t know how to do with management concerning commerce 
and such situation did serve to make it becoming less flourishing. Here he 
insisted on reforming the way how they did commerce saying as follows:
“No country is probably more endowed with clothes, food and resources 
than our country. But when our country’s situation of commerce is to be 
presented before us, it is easy to find out that there are more backpacking 
peddlers than horseback merchants, not to mention merchants who are doing 
business using ships are the least. It sounds as if we don’t know about carts 
or wagons pulled by horses or mules though we are quite familiar with using 
ox-carts, we know nothing of how to breed mules while we know well how 
to breed cattle and horses and we don’t know how to pool capitals to make 
greater profits even though we can carry on business by himself. Given each 
circumstances, how could our commerce have managed to become 
prosperous and thus, how on earth could products spread far and wide?”39
As there are so much more backpacking peddlers with so little capital to 
speak of than those great merchants doing business using ships or horses that 
profits are to be small in Chosun. There are so many individual merchants 
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with negligible capital, but very few of them want to put their capitals 
together to aim at running commerce on the large scale. By doing so, profits 
from doing business is going to be small and prosperous commerce can't be 
expected as well.
YOO Soo-won once said to himself, “How could commerce in Chosun be 
prosperous where not a store does exist?” He means the right way of doing 
commerce necessarily requires a store prepared by a shop keeper and then a 
hawker will be to make profits. In order for the Chosun industry to develop, 
he stressed to pour in additional efforts to make the commercial capital layer 
enough.
According to him, the purpose of commerce is to make profits. So the 
business size should be enlarged to some extent to fulfill it’s purpose. As for 
this, he suggested three kinds of measures: First, the way of doing business 
should be executed on a large scale by taking a huge amount of merchandise, 
relying more heavily on ships rather than on horseback merchants with the 
least of peddlers. Second, as it is usually not easy to raise fund only by 
individuals, capital needs to be expanded by taking merger processes with 
others. Here he recommends a kind of today’s joint stock company as a 
means to attract capital. Third, he was considering to adopt a different type 
of management system like the consignment sales practiced in Qing of the 
day, in which great merchants often needed capital and stores owned by them 
and their products together with those who wanted to run them on their own 
risks in a consignment sales contract and/or joint venture system in which 
capitalists and managers jointly pool their agreed share of capital, which is 
quite similar to today’s chain store system.40 Asking himself that how we 
could carry on peddling business without carts or mules, he claimed to use 
more carts and ships to make commerce moving along smoothly. 
Both of the two leading scholars of pragmatic confucianists, HONG 
Dae-yong and BAK Ji-won once expressed their opinions about distribution 
though their opinions can't be equal to YOO Soo-won’s. Let us take a look 
at a bit senior’s opinion, HONG Dae-yong. He had visited China during 
1765-1766 and left memories of his traveling experiences recorded in the 
form of a book, titled Yeonki(Travel to Qing China). He expressed his 
opinions about the benefits of transportation as follows:
“When it comes to the convenience of transportation by means, ships come 
first to be followed in orders by wagons, horses and men. The convenience 
of ship’s transportation through canals for several hundreds kilometer and its 
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profitability amounts to tons of hundreds times greater so that there is no 
reason for us to spare labors constructing canals and expenses dredging them 
to keep them safe for passage.”41
BAK Ji-won, who visited Qing’s capital, in 1780, also wrote about his 
traveling experience, titled Yeolhailgi(Diary on Manchuria) where he made 
it known that he had a conversation with HONG Dae-yong over the system 
of wagons and states his claim on the utility of wagons as follows:
“It is said to answer that it is almost entirely dependent on whether enough 
wagons are there or not when asked about king’s affluence. Since wagons are 
of such utmost importance to the people as a whole, we should start studying 
them immediately.”42
As for the claim that roads in our country are so rough that we can’t use 
carts, BAK Ji-won refuted by saying, “Since we don’t use carts, roads are not 
going to be constructed but once carts begin rolling, roads will be getting 
ready soon.” He confuted, “Is there any point in China where wagons can not 
go to and from?” And he analyzed why China was so full of products on 
materials. The reason was that they could be distributed adequately by way 
of using wagons or carts. BAK Ji-won elucidated the fact that the reason 
people’s livelihood was so poor in this small country with several hundreds’ 
km distance from all directions was due to the lack of wagons’ traffic and 
stressed that we could overcome abject poverty by introducing a variety of 
wagons or carts used in China into our country after studying them.43
As we have seen earlier, pragmatic confucianists such as YOO Soo-won, 
HONG Dae-yong and BAK Ji-won, realizing the importance of commerce, 
have insisted on urging to use more ships and carts extensively as 
distribution means. So it is in vivid contrast with those pragmatic 
confucianists in the 17th and early 18th century. YOO Hyeong-won and YI 
Ik who had placed greater weight on the agriculture. So YOO Soo-won, 
HONG Dae-yong and BAK Ji-won can be said in a way, putting on a quite 
countenance of BAK Je-gha’s forerunners. HONG Dae-yong and BAK 
Ji-won have greatly influenced in forming BAK Je-gha’s ideas just like his 
teacher. Ever since 1768-1769 when BAK Je-gha began to visit PAK 
Ji-won’s home for exchange of academic knowledge, he became sociable 
with HONG Dae-yong, too.44
BAK Je-gha once depicted HONG Dae-yong and BAK Ji-won as “big stars 
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in the East dangling in the sky.”46 What BAK Je-gha described about carts in 
his book is sure enough to remind us of HONG Dae-yong’s. BAK Ji-won 
once said the contents in “Preface” to On Learning Qing China had so strong 
likeness of what he kept recorded in his Yeolhailgi(Diary on Manchuria) that 
it seemed as if it was written by same hands. However, HONG Dae-yong’s 
major interest was about a scientific theory like the rotation of the earth, 
while in BAK Ji-won was an advocate for physiocracy.47 Consequently, we 
were able to confirm that ideas on commerce expressed by YOO Soo-won, 
HONG Dae-yong and BAK Ji-won fell short of reaching to the thoughts of 
BAK Je-gha in depth and width. 
V. Conclusion
As examined above, BAK Je-gha ascertained its development status 
through four visits to the Qing China and insisted on introducing Qing’s 
advanced civilization and institutions as he criticized the contemporary 
conception with contempt that the people in Chosun regarded Qing as 
barbarians. He wrote the book titled On Learning Qing China as a 
countermeasure to cope with abject poverty, the most terrible evil in the 
Chosun society of the day. Among various measures he suggested in On
Learning Qing China, the most reliable way to increase national wealth was 
through domestic commerce and foreign trade. For commercial activities to 
be effectively operating, since there must be a back-up by the development 
of distribution agencies, he stressed to bring carts or wagons and put them 
into operation in addition to improving ships’ conditions in Chosun with 
enthusiasm. Among pragmatic scholars in Chosun of the day, YOO Soo-won 
and BAK Ji-won considered commercial activities affirmatively, although 
all scholars, including them, put more weight on agriculture than on 
commerce. However, BAK Je-gha never used the expression, “farmers are 
the foundation in the world,” which was the national propaganda of Korea at 
that times.48
In this aspect, it can be said that BAK Je-gha occupies a unique position 
not only in pragmatic scholars but also in historical ideas in Chosun. It may 
be said that the most remarkable feature about BAK’s economic theory is 
likewise the ‘well theory’ comparing goods with wells and ‘extravagance 
allowance theory’ by which industries well flourish or develop. What SONG 
Ju-young considered the most prominent insight in BAK’s policy measures 
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was his expression that goods are like a well, and he regarded it as a reverse 
expression of Say’s law that “supply creates demand”.49
Jean Baptiste Say (1767-1832), usually known as ‘the best disciple of 
Adam Smith’,50 advocated law of markets which “general oversupply is 
impossible” in Principles of Political Economy published in 1803. He 
explains this as follows: 
“Goods are exchanged for other ones in markets immediately after they are 
produced. That is because the producer is so nervous that he wants to get rid 
of them at once by concerning about the possibility of decreasing value of 
his goods while in his hands. On the other hand, since the money he got in 
exchange for his goods may go down its value, the producer wants to dispose 
of it. The only way to dispose of the money is to purchase other merchandise 
with it. Accordingly, to produce a kind of merchandise means to offer a 
market outlet for another. Money has no function but to purchase goods.”51
According to Say’s logic, once a producer supplies goods, it necessarily 
creates demand, so there is no general oversupply though temporary 
oversupply occurs once in a while. That is, it is Say’s law, “Supply creates 
demand.” However, BAK Je-gha contended, “Goods are like a well. The well 
is instantly refilled just after it was pumped out and if we stop pumping it 
out, it will soon dry out.” That is, he considered consuming materials 
creating more active production. After all, BAK Je-gha’s such view is a 
reversed expression of Say’s law and is the same as his in contents. 
When BAK Je-gha insisted on trading with Qing, his ultimate object meant 
neither accumulating gold in the country nor laying stress on simple trade 
balance. What he wanted to establish through trade was to make merchandise 
plentiful, thus enabling people to live with affluence. From this view, BAK 
Je-gha’s idea has something in common with Adam Smith’s claim that 
seriously criticizing mercantilism, “he maintains there will be no loss at all 
if needed materials are brought in return for outward flows of gold.”52
But BAK Je-gha’s view is different from that of Adam Smith when it 
comes to ‘ideas of extravagance’. BAK Je-gha thought that technology and 
industries would advance if extravagance were to be allowed. On the other 
hand, Smith considered that frugality and parsimony would lead to capital 
accumulation. The two scholars, who lived on opposite sides of the globe as 
contemporaries of the 18th century, hold the exact opposite view about how 
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to accumulate capital. Adam Smith led the era in the 18th century waving the 
flag of a laissez faire principle but could not catch up with the approaching 
society of industrialization with respect to capital accumulation. For this, 
BAK Je-gha contended a theory that was too advanced to apply it to the 
reality of Chosun society in the 18th century. This led to the fact that even 
in Chosun he became a forgotten figure in those days. 
But BAK Je-gha’s thoughts on distribution and trade is applicable, even 
today in which commerce and logistics have become key elements in 
controlling the competitiveness of enterprises or nations. It cannot be denied 
that there were some drawbacks in his theory because it still did not abandon 
completely classical limitations and feudalistic outwear.53 However, we 
should not rule out the fact that BAK Je-gha was not only a most sharp critic 
mentally among the scholars of the day, but also a forerunner with 
far-reaching vision. 
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